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Legendary Leo

A

s Tony Bennett crept across the French and
German landscapes, exchanging fire with
enemy soldiers, he could not have imagined
the trajectory his life would soon take. He was
born to poor Italian immigrants in New York City, just three
years before the start of the Great Depression. Then, at
the age of 18, he was drafted into the war. His sergeant in
training camp didn’t like him, and made it a point to work
him harder than the others. Long story
short, success was never handed to
Tony on a silver platter. Yet something
in him remained fixed and determined
as he navigated the challenges of his
early life.

source of energy and warmth. But how did the universe
conspire to bring his amazing talents and psychic energies
into full expression?
It’s not entirely true to say that Tony had no help finding
his way into show business. On top of growing up in New
York City, which is an advantage in itself, his Uncle was a
tap dancer who gave him a personal glimpse into the world
of entertainers. By the time Tony was 10
years old, he was already performing—
most notably at the opening of the
Triborough Bridge, where the Mayor of
New York City listened to him sing and
ruffled his hair. As is often the case with
Leos, Tony’s star was shining bright and
early.

Born on 3rd August, 1926, Anthony
Dominick Benedetto is a Leo in the
Singing wasn’t his only passion. He also
Chinese year of the Fire Tiger. It
doesn’t take a master astrologer to
showed talent in the visual arts, and
With talk show host Irv
see what a potent combination this
began to study painting and music at
Kupcinet in the 1950s
is! Leo, well-known for its steady hand
the New York High School of Industrial
and grace under pressure, is ruled by
Art. With moon in Gemini, Tony would
the Sun and personified by the Lion. It radiates energy in a
have found it difficult to chase only one dream. As a sign
fixed and determined way, never deviating from its path.
of versatility, Gemini would have a definite role to play in
Meanwhile, Tony’s Chinese sign intensifies many of these
his future. But before he could fully express his dual talents
same traits. The Tiger is courageous, noble, and a naturalas a singer and painter, his fierce Leo and Tiger energies
born leader. Given this combination, it’s probable that
had to carry him through the war.
even before Tony took to the stage, he attracted attention.
As a young man growing up in hard times, he would have
With the conflict over and Tony safely back in New York,
been a bright spot for the people around him—a constant
the universe wasted no time in clearing the runway for his
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Tony Bennett performs in Philadelphia, 2005

career. An early post-war gig in Greenwich Village found
entertainer Bob Hope in the audience, who immediately
recognised Tony’s magnetism and invited him on tour.
Four years and several hit records later, Tony was a bona
fide star—so much so that when he married in 1952, two
thousand female fans appeared outside a cathedral in
New York, all dressed in black, to mourn the ‘loss’ of their
favorite heartthrob.

escape in drugs and alcohol. His classic image was not as
fashionable as it used to be, and it seemed that this time,
Tony was fighting a war within himself.

It was another characteristic shared by Leo and Tiger—that
of family loyalty—that pulled Tony back from the brink of
self-destruction. As it turns out, his son Danny had all the
talent in business that he himself lacked. Tony’s decision
to put his career in Danny’s
hands turned out to be one of
the best he ever made. Within a
handful of years his debts were
cleared, his fortune on the rise,
and his image revitalised. Tony
was once again recognised as a
timeless treasure, and modern
artists—everyone from Sting to
Lady Gaga—were lining up to
work with him.
Greeting Stevie Wonder at

Tony’s Leo and Tiger energies
now had all the room in the world
to shine. He made the most of
his rise to fame, basking in the
spotlight and performing on stages
around the world. Leo is a lover of
attention, often behaving (like the
Sun) as if the world revolves around
it. Taken too far, this can lead to
extreme self-centeredness—yet
Tony exuded a timeless charm
the White House in 2009
and class that harkened back to
“If you study the masters,” Tony
an earlier age. His growing fan base, particularly ladies,
says, “Picasso, Jack Benny, Fred Astaire – right up to the
found his aura to be both friendly and irresistible.
day they died, they were performing. If you are creative,
you get busier as you get older.”
One of Leo’s weaknesses, however, soon caught up with
Tony. As his fame and fortune grew, so did his appetites.
Now approaching his 87th birthday, the records continue
Neither Leo nor Tiger are known for their talent in keeping
to fly off the shelves, and the paintings have earned him
budgets, and Tony’s reckless spending soon landed him in
genuine respect in the art world. With a star that seems
serious financial trouble. With the debts piling up and the
as irrepressible as the Sun, Tony is surely one of the great
government breathing over his shoulder, the artist sought
examples of Leo energy alive today.
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Aries

(Mar 21 - Apr 19)
Home improvement
is not just a hobby; it
can be a great way to
cleanse your psychic
energies! Look for things in your
home environment that represent old
pattern, and think of ways to replace
or renew them. This simple activity
has a domino effect, working its way
through you and allowing you to see
your situation in a different light.When
things at home are made fresh and
new, the effects reach out into other
aspects of your daily life. Don’t forget
to compliment your lover on a recent
change. After all, they’ve done it for
you, and they want you to notice it!
New love is possible this month, but
it could have an unconventional
beginning.

Taurus

(Apr 20 - May 20)
Love can be a
stern taskmaster—
relationships are about
sharing the weight of
each others’ worlds. Your partner and
you have some work to do this month,
but as long you work together, you’ll
find plenty to smile about. As for that
new opportunity you’ve been seeking,
perhaps your sights have been set too
high. That which you need is close to
home, hidden in plain view. Once
you find it, a door will open to new
horizons. A budding romantic prospect
is unlikely to be discovered in a busy
social gathering. However, someone
who shows honesty in an everyday
situation—not to mention a great
smile—could easily end up in your
contact book.

Gemini

(May 21 - June 21)
Will bringing in more
cash really make things
different? Or will making
things different bring in
more cash? Since your money situation
is a reflection of psychic energies, all
you need to do is go within and your
external world will begin to change.
Discipline in diet and exercise are a
perfect place to start; these will have a
balancing effect on your spiritual world.
Sticking to a routine is not always the
easiest thing for you to do, but a trusted
friend has the support you need to
see it through. Slow and steady is the
best approach to new love. Don’t worry
about pouring on the charm—the one
you’ve got your eye on will make it easy
for you.

Horoscopes August 2013
Venus enters Libra, bringing harmony and
healing to broken relationships.
Call 0800 422 0422 for more info.
Libra

(Sept 23 - Oct 22)

There may never be a
perfect time to start, so
why not now?Your bright
ideas can only become
realities if you bring them into the light
of day. Don’t worry about every little
detail. Trust the universe to meet you
half-way, and it will.Your emotions are
pulling you in different directions when
it comes to love. What do you really
want in a relationship? It’s time to think
things through logically.The heart rules
the kingdom of romance, but the mind
can be a good advisor. A new health
discipline is unlikely to stick if you’ve
taken it up as an emotional reaction to
something else. Here again, the power
of careful planning can help.

Scorpio

(Oct 23 - Nov 21)

You’ll find yourself on
the disciplined side of
things this month, which
certainly has its merits.
For starters, you’ll get a lot done. But
don’t fall too far into the mindset of
productivity. Living in the moment is,
in a strange way, the most productive
thing you can do. Finding the optimal
balance between discipline and fun—
structure and spontaneity—is not
always easy, but always worthwhile.
Freeing a block in your relationship
is as simple is sharing your partner’s
enthusiasm for a new interest. As
much as the past can bring you close
together, new energy is what moves
things forward and keeps love fresh.
crystalclearpsychics.co.uk

Sagittarius

(Nov 22 - Dec 21)
Since you are a natural
explorer, you should
have no trouble delving
into the psychic mysteries
that come into your world this month.
Dreams and synchronicities are strong
and meaningful, so follow the clues and
embark on your own spiritual treasure
hunt. The universe wants you to grow
on all levels, and is showing you how
to free up blocked energies.There’s no
need to take a trip when you can travel
within yourself! Whether you’re in a
relationship or looking to start one, let
your emotions shine through and carry
the message of what you want to say.
Your partner (or potential partner) will
get the message and respond.

Cancer

(June 22 - July 22)
You know as well as
anyone that the heart and
mind don’t always agree.
What makes sense to one
does not always make sense to the
other. The difference is, only one has
the power to lead you astray. A new
opportunity meets the logical criteria,
but the true test is how you feel deep
down. Tune in to your heart you can’t
go wrong. If you’re in a relationship,
the changes you want to make
cannot come about until a past issue
is addressed. Lingering heartache from
a previous love must be acknowledged
and released in order to move forward.
If you’re single, you won’t have any
problem attracting potential mates
this month. Just be yourself.

Capricorn

(Dec 22 - Jan 19)
It’s all about relationships,
whether romantic,
business, or otherwise.
Observe how other
people in your life are mirrors in which
you see aspects of yourself. It may or
may not surprise you, but this won’t
always mean being as nice as possible!
There will be at least one instance this
month when you have to take a clear
stand and be firm with someone who is
out of line. This, too, is a healthy way of
relating—as long as kindness is present
somewhere inside you. A romantic
prospect appears when you follow
your beliefs and get involved with a
noble cause. Stop chasing the butterfly
and it will land on your shoulder.

Leo

(July 23 - Aug 22)
With the sun in your
sign, don’t be surprised
if you attract even more
attention than you’d
like—especially with your psychic
sensitivity on overdrive. The good
news is that with all this energy coming
through you, a fresh new relationship
will be easy to start. On the other
hand, if you’re already committed,
be careful not to make your partner
jealous. Your career situation gets
better when you act naturally. Trying
too hard to appear professional will
only cause you to blend in. Better to let
your individuality shine through and
put the ball in someone else’s court.
As soon as you know you’re worth it,
others will too.

Aquarius

(Jan 20 - Feb 18)
Seeing things from
another point of view is
one of your strengths;
the only disadvantage is
that you sometimes lose sight of your
own sovereign island. Feeling better
on a day-to-day basis has been one of
your concerns lately. Returning to the
fundamentals of diet and exercise gives
you the momentum you’re looking for.
Last month’s professional setback is
history; it’s time to move forward with
renewed vigour and show your stuff.
This may seem cliché, but the gym
could actually be a good place to meet
someone this month. The energy of
self-improvement and discipline can
easily translate to Summer romance.
0800 422 0422

Virgo

(Aug 23 - Sep 22)
Is your partner telling you
everything? There may
be a secret or two lurking
behind those lovely
eyes—but before you get too excited,
don’t you have a secret or two of your
own? The best way to find out what
you want to know is to set a precedent
and be honest about yourself.This will
encourage your partner to open up
and trust you. If you’re single, beware
of someone who offers an emotional
rush without much to back it up. A
prospect who moves slowly is more
likely to cover the distance between
two hearts. All things are possible in
numbers. The more you branch out
and become involved in the lives and
causes of others, the more your own
life and cause will be enriched.

Pisces

(Feb 19 - Mar 20)
You don’t realise just
how many strengths you
have; look to someone
who can see you in a
different light, and listen to what they
have to say. You might learn a thing
or two about yourself, and be able to
address your current situation with
renewed optimism and determination.
There are plenty of distractions at the
moment. Sometimes the best thing
is to simply be distracted! Spirit has
its own timing and rhythm. As much
as it likes to work and grow, it also
likes to kick back and have fun. Love
is eminently possible when you allow
your free-spirited side to show. Isn’t that
what Summer is all about?

Dating the Lion U

All Leos have a bit of rock star in them. But if you can handle
the ego, you’ll find a sensitivity that will melt your heart.

J

ust like a cat, they draw attention by the way they
walk. Actually, it can be a little intimidating. The
good news is, if you aren’t keen on making the
first move, Leo often will. An admiring glance in their
direction will lead them right to you, and their supreme
confidence will break the ice automatically. So what’s
the bad news? Your Leo may come across as cocky,
egotistic, or even self-obsessed. But if you go deeper,
you’ll find store of treasure that’s fit for a king.
R-E-S-P-E-C-T
Leo is endowed with natural sense of royalty. It loves to
be noticed and adored. Translation? Acting like you’re
not impressed won’t get you very far. Leo’s got it going
on, and you both know it, so why pretend otherwise?
You don’t need to shower them with praise. They have a
talent for reading body language and subtle cues—but
one way or another, you must let them know that their
magnificence is not lost on you. Wound a Leo’s pride
and your chances dip toward zero. Stroke their ego and
they’ll purr all day.
Dress up, Get Out, Hands-On
To see and be seen is not so much
a preference for Leo as a gnawing
hunger. Dinner and a movie might
work occasionally, but Leo is like
a big kitten that wants to play. It
will grow restless sitting in a dark
theater or cooped up at home. Interactive outings
like amusement parks, sports events or fashion shows
are the answer. Think energy, crowds, excitement!
When it’s time to choose a restaurant or a bar, make
it someplace warm and classy. A small and thoughtful
gift, tastefully presented, will have them eating out

of your hand. Want to rack up serious points? Put that
little extra effort into your appearance. Whether the
occasion is formal or not, pretend the paparazzi are
waiting outside. Of course, if you’re going out with
a Leo, there’s always a chance the paparazzi actually
are waiting outside, in which case you won’t have to
pretend!
With a Leo, accepting adoration is
just as important as giving it. If you
can’t take a compliment, your Leo
will quickly grow frustrated. One of
the greatest things they can teach
you is that you are great, and you do
deserve the best. These cats love the little gestures—
such as holding the door for someone—that make our
world a more civilised place. They are social and like to
see you engaging others, but they only want to share
your affections up to a point. If you cross the line into
flirtation, and put someone else center stage, Leo will
exact a psychological price.
Love and partnership
Once you’ve made it into a relationship, the Lion will
stand in your corner and roar at anyone who rubs you
the wrong way. Physical touching—especially a sensuous
back rub—is one of Leo’s favourite indulgences, and
a great way to calm them down. When the lights go
out, you’ll find a blend of passion and playfulness that
seems way too good to be true. Your Leo may have a
self-obsessive and argumentative streak, but at the end
of the day, his or her heart is pure gold. Just make sure
you don’t become complacent. When you stop adoring
a Leo, your privileged place in the royal court will likely
to become a thing of the past.

Is your relationship for real? Call our psychics on 0800 422 0422

It can be the most rewarding romance of your life, but
you’ll need a map to navigate these mysterious waters
of

Elements

Seduction

There are distinct styles of seduction associated with each astrological
element. By understanding them, you can make improvements to your
own technique, and better understand how others try and seduce you.
Earth signs ( Taurus, Virgo,
Capricorn) will usually take
a practical, polite and honest
approach toward tak ing
you home. Whether they
are looking for something
casual or long-term, earth signs are keen to lay the
cards on the table and let the chips fall where they
may. Expect an earth sign to be honest about their
intentions, but in a pleasing and classy way. Their
calmness and keep-it-real attitude can be a huge
turn-on in a world of hidden intentions and cheesy
pick-up lines.
Earth signs are best at seducing water signs and
other earth signs. The wild card is air, which can
cause a sudden bout of passion that fizzles quickly.
Earth signs can improve their seduction style by
using a bit more imagination and mystery to entice
potential lovers.

Fire signs (Ar ies, Leo,
Sagittarius) are all about
sweeping you off your feet.
Once they decide to try and
seduce you, they go all-out
with little or no hesitation.
Their self-confidence and sheer heat is inspiring, but
it makes their seductive style completely hit or miss.
If you fall for their red-hot tactics, you’ll fall hard.
But if a fire sign approaches the wrong person, or
catches you on a bad day, their direct approach can
make for a seriously uncomfortable moment.
Fire signs are especially talented when it comes to
seducing air signs and other fire signs. The wild card
is earth, which can lead to a sexy battle of the wills.
Fire signs can improve their seduction style by taking
a deep breath and counting to ten before zeroing
in on their target. This brings a touch of earthiness
and air into their approach.

Air signs (Gemini, Libra,
Aquarius) are masters of
the art of flirtation. They
know how to use words,
gestures and ideas to hold
your interest and keep you
guessing. An air sign will sometimes approach you
in a way that seems gimmicky or staged, but give
them a chance to flaunt their spontaneity, and you’ll
have a hard time looking away. Since they consider
directness to be quite boring, air signs will use
oblique methods of getting their message across.
Read between the lines and you just might end up
between the sheets.
Air signs are best at getting the attention of fire
signs and other air signs. The wild card is water,
which can create a strong psychic bond that leads
to mind-blowing passion. Air signs can improve their
seduction style by adding some good old-fashioned
honesty to their approach.
Wa t e r s i g n s (C a n c e r,
Scorpio, Pisces) have the
highest degree of sensitivity
to body language, facial
expressions, and yes—
even thoughts! They have
a better chance of knowing what you are thinking
than other elements, and when when it comes to
seducing you, they’ll certainly use this to their
advantage. Expect a water sign to demonstrate a
deeper, psychic connection as a means of getting
up-close and personal. If you find yourself saying,
‘How did you know that?’, you may be dealing with
a water sign.
Water signs have a gift when it comes to flirting with
earth signs and other water signs. The wild card is
fire, which can trigger a deep emotional connection.
Water signs can improve their seduction style by
remembering to laugh and keep things light. This
prevents their potential lovers from thinking they

Psychic Janette Anne
I first became aware I was psychic when I was a little girl, and I
started having dreams that came true. I’ve been working with my
gifts for as long as I can remember. I bought my first deck of tarot
cards when I was 13, and have been working with the energy of
the cards ever since. I love to connect to spirit—I also love to do
stage work, mediumship demonstrations, and teach workshops
in psychic development. Psychic work is my passion! For me it’s
not work—it’s who I am.
I always give my best to every client, and do all I can to provide the
clearest psychic guidance possible. When a client says “thank you”
at the end of the reading, it’s such an amazing feeling.
To me, providing you with a great psychic reading is all about clarity,
insight and validation. This means connecting with your energy,
and with the help of my guides, giving an honest empathic reading
that helps you overcome any worries you may have. I never judge
anyone—I’m here to offer my psychic abilities to help you.

Call Jannette Anne on 0800 422 0422 and use pin # 7711
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